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Introduction

1
Sliding foundations are a novel concept to meet the increasingly challenging demand to limit 2 the footprint of subsea mudmats. In contrast to the traditional paradigm that foundations 3 remain stationary and resist all the applied loads, sliding foundations are designed to move 4 tolerably across the seabed to relieve some of the applied loads, thus requiring a smaller 5 footprint. Sliding displacements are caused, and also limited, by expansion and contraction of 6 attached pipelines ([1] , [2] , [3] ). In general, magnitudes of displacement are sufficient to 7 cause shear failure between the foundation and the soil, where the mobilised ratio of shear 8 stress to normal effective stress is greatest. 9 Subsea mudmats are shallow, mat-style foundations used to support pipeline infrastructure 10 for offshore hydrocarbon developments. Foundation loads derive from the self-weight of the 11 mat, the supported structure and thermal expansion and contraction of the attached pipelines.
12
Increasing operational loads coupled with softer seabeds has resulted in traditional subsea The model data showed settlement of the mat during each period of consolidation resulting 24 from dissipation of shear induced pore pressures generated during the preceding sliding This last observation is illustrated in Fig. 2 is an open wedge with its apex at the origin of the q-p' stress axes (Fig. 5b) with the critical state friction angle ϕ' as assumed in Table 2 . 206 The initial void ratio is estimated using the MCC model formulation and imposing normally after 40 cycles which is gradually reached during the cyclic loading sequence (Fig. 10c) . 
344
The difference between the three computations can be understood by analysing the predicted 345 behaviours (Fig. 12) , stress paths and evolutions of the yield surfaces (Fig. 13) , and void ratio 346 changes (Fig. 14) for the shallowest soil element considered. This soil element is indeed that 347 subjected to the largest shear stress cycles and in turn shows the largest vertical strains. purely elastic region bounded by the yield surface ( Fig. 12a and Fig. 13a ). As expected no 352 changes in void ratio are recorded after the first cycle, as shown in Fig. 14a .
353
The very large settlements predicted using the STS model (Fig. 12b) an evolving memory surface (shown in Fig. 13c) Hardening model calibrated using the input values given in Table 2 , but with the best-fit 425 hardening value presented above ( = 8). The strength properties, overburden stresses and 426 foundation weights considered in the parametric study are summarised in Table 3. The soil   427 strength properties were obtained using Eqs. (9) to (11), imposing the Modified Cam-Clay 428 constitutive parameters presented in Table 2 and changing the overburden stress. Figure 17 
